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Abstract 
Yeasts are extensively exploited as cell factories for producing alcoholic beverages, 
biofuels, bio-pharmaceutical proteins, and other value-added chemicals. To improve the 
performance of yeast cell factories, it is necessary to understand their metabolism. 
Genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) have been widely used to study cellular 
metabolism systematically. However, GEMs for yeast species have not been equally 
developed. GEMs for the well-studied yeasts such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been 
updated several times, while most of the other yeast species have no available GEM. 
Additionally, classical GEMs only account for the metabolic reactions, which limits their 
usage to study complex phenotypes that are not controlled by metabolism alone. Thus, 
other biological processes can be integrated with GEMs to fulfill diverse research purposes.  
 
In this thesis, the GEM for S. cerevisiae was updated to the latest version Yeast8, which 
serves as the basic model for the remaining work of the thesis including two dimensions: 
1) Yeast8 was used as a template for generating GEMs of other yeast species/strains, and 
2) Yeast8 was expanded to account for more biological processes. Regarding the first 
dimension, strain-specific GEMs for 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates from diverse origins and 
species-specific GEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species were generated. These GEMs enabled 
explore the phenotypic diversity of the single species from diverse ecological and 
geographical origins and evolution tempo among diverse yeast species. Regarding the 
second dimension, other biological processes were formulated within Yeast8. Firstly, 
Yeast8 was expanded to account for enzymatic constraints, resulting in enzyme-
constrained GEMs (ecGEMs). Secondly, Yeast8 was expanded to the model 
CofactorYeast by accounting for enzyme cofactors such as metal ions, which was used to 
simulate the interaction between metal ions and metabolism, and the cellular responses to 
metal ion limitation. Lastly, Yeast8 was expanded to include the protein synthesis and 
secretion processes, named as pcSecYeast. pcSecYeast was used to simulate the 
competition of the recombinant protein with the native secretory-pathway-processed 
proteins. Besides that, pcSecYeast enabled the identification of overexpression targets for 
improving recombinant protein production.  
 
When developing these complex models, issues were identified among which the lack of 
enzyme turnover rates, i.e., kcat values, needs to be solved. Accordingly, a machine learning 
method for kcat prediction and automated incorporation into GEMs were developed, 
facilitating the generation of functional ecGEMs in a large scale. 
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1.1 Yeast: one of the widely used microbes 
Yeast may be one of the earliest domesticated microorganisms as the fermentation by yeast 
can be predated to 7,000 BC [1]. Since then, yeast has been domesticated for wide use in 
the industry.  
 
The conventional yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is by far the most dominant yeast for 
industrial applications. A key metabolic trait of S. cerevisiae is the aerobic fermentation, 
also referred as the Crabtree effect, shaping its industrial usage for wine production and 
biofuel production. Besides that, S. cerevisiae is dominantly used in fundamental research. 
As one of the simplest eukaryotes and the first eukaryote with its whole genome sequenced, 
S. cerevisiae is used as a model organism to study eukaryotes. The findings gained from S. 
cerevisiae can be transferred to other eukaryotes such as human cells. For example, S. 
cerevisiae has been used as the model organism to study cell cycle and human diseases 
such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s [2], [3]. 
 
Besides S. cerevisiae, more than 1,500 yeast species have been identified from diverse 
ecological and geographical habitats [4]. They exhibit remarkably diverse phenotypes, 
which have enabled them to inhabit every continent and even some extreme biomes. These 
non-conventional yeasts have shown several advantages over S. cerevisiae for metabolic 
diversity, product profile and growth physiology. For example, thermotolerant yeasts such 
as Kluyveromyces marxianus can grow at 45°C and even tolerate up to 50°C [5], 
oleaginous yeasts such as Yarrowia lipolytica, Lipomyces sp., and Rhodosporidium sp. can 
accumulate up to 50-70% of biomass content as lipid [6], [7], Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 
can grow in medium with up to 90% (w/v) of sugar [8], and a newly isolated extremophilic 
yeast Rhodotorula frigidialcoholis grow as low as 0°C accompanied with ethanol 
production [9] Substrate utilization tests also showed diverse substrate utilization profiles 
among yeast species [10]. With the diverse phenotypes, non-conventional yeasts have 
gained more attention [11]–[13]. That said, many yeast species that could have industrial 
potential are not characterized yet [14]. Understanding those unexploited yeasts would thus 
accelerate the yeast industrial application. 
 
1.2 Cellular metabolism 
Most phenotypes are affected by metabolism. In order to understand the phenotype, there 
is, therefore, a requirement to understand cell metabolism. Metabolism represents the sum 
of thousands of biochemical reactions, describing the conversion of nutrients into different 
intermediate chemicals and energy for growth that occurs in living cells (Figure 1).  
 
Cells dynamically adjust the flow of metabolites, i.e., metabolic flux, to adapt to 
environmental conditions. Therefore, cells could also be adjusted to direct the metabolic 
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flux toward the metabolites of interest such as value-added chemicals, which is part of the 
field of metabolic engineering [15]. However, due to the complex and intertwined instincts 




Figure 1 Diagram of metabolism. Yeast compartmentalized figure source: SwissBioPics under CC BY4.0 license. 
 
1.3 Genome-scale metabolic model 
A genome-scale metabolic model (GEM) incorporates the genome-scale metabolic 
enzymes, metabolic reactions, and metabolites through gene-protein-reaction (GPR) 
associations, describing the whole set of metabolic conversions of the cell and serving as 
a platform for systematic analysis for metabolism (Figure 2a). Prerequisite to the 
reconstruction of a GEM is the whole-genome sequence. With the development of the 
sequencing techniques, numerous GEMs have been reconstructed for different organisms 
in the past [16], [17], which find use in different fields, such as predicting metabolic 
engineering targets, uncovering interspecies interaction and evolution process, analyzing 
coupling reaction sets, understanding strain phenotype, and guiding model-driven 












Figure 2 GEM reconstruction and its applications. a) GEM reconstruction. Metabolic genes from the genome are 
annotated to metabolic reactions. All reactions in the GEM interact together through the shared metabolites. The 
reconstructed GEM is then converted into a mathematical matrix to indicate the substrates and products of each reaction, 
where metabolites with negative coefficients represent substrates and positive coefficients represent products. The 
coefficients stand for the stoichiometry of the metabolites in the reaction. b) GEM applications. GEMs can identify the 
knockout and overexpression targets for metabolic engineering through several developed algorithms. GEMs can also 
identify reaction gaps in biological pathways, guiding the new gene identification. Through GEM comparison of multiple 
species, metabolic diversity for those species during the evolution can be identified. Lastly, GEMs can be used to identify 
the active pathways and reactions for a certain purpose by integration of omics data, which would benefit the 
understanding of cell metabolism. 
 
Initially, GEM reconstruction required much manual work, as stated in the well-
documented protocol [20], which indicates that reconstruction and curation of a GEM can 
take several months to years. More recently, various automatic and semi-automatic tools 
have been developed, such as RAVEN [21], [22] and ModelSEED [23], which can 
generate draft GEMs based on genome annotations and therefore accelerate the 
reconstruction processes. Since then, other template-based homology searching toolboxes 
have been developed, including CarveME [24], RAVEN version 2 [21] and AuReMe [25], 
which use one or several well-curated models as the template and thus are more preferred 
in large-scale GEM reconstruction [24], [26]. With the development of these tools, the 
effort for draft GEM reconstruction has decreased tremendously. However, additional time 
and effort for gap-filling and manual curation are still required to generate robust and high-
quality GEMs.  
 
When simulating GEMs, optimization problems are solved to estimate metabolic fluxes. 
Since the number of metabolic reactions is larger than the number of metabolites, the 
optimization problem is underdetermined. Constraints are imposed to reduce the solution 
space, such as constraints for the mass balance and reaction bounds that define the limits 
on the rate of a reaction (Figure 3). A unique flux distribution from the solution space is 
determined through optimization of an objective function, which is usually to maximize 
growth based on the assumption that microbial cells have evolved with the objective to 
grow as fast as possible. The simulated metabolic fluxes can mathematically represent the 
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metabolic state of cells under certain conditions, which supplies a snapshot of the overall 




Figure 3 Constraints-based approach for flux simulation. The solution space is infinite without any constraint. In 
order to limit the solution space to mimic the in vivo flux distribution, multiple constraints are imposed, such as mass 
balance by assuming a steady state. The second constraint is on the reaction rates, which constrains the upper and lower 
bound for each reaction. Applying those two basic constraints to the GEM would shrink the solution space. The optimal 
solution can be found by optimizing the objective function in the allowable solution space. The red dot in the figure 
represents the optimal solution space. vx means the flux for a common objective function: growth. 
 
The first GEM for yeast species was developed in 2003 for S. cerevisiae [27]. Since then, 
GEMs have been reconstructed for various yeast species [19], [28], although these models 
are not all equally developed. There are currently 12 yeast species with available GEMs 
(Table 1). Among them, five species were updated through multiple rounds to provide 
additional annotation or improve the scope. The GEM for S. cerevisiae has been updated 
19 times, demonstrating the importance of continuous curation in GEM development.  
 
As large parts of (central carbon) metabolism is conserved across species, there is intense 
crossing referencing in the GEM development for yeast species. A new GEM for a certain 
species thereby adopts information from an existing GEM from another species. On the 
other hand, the GEMs of S. cerevisiae were used as templates for generating GEMs of 
other yeast species such as Y. lipolytica [29], [30], Kluyveromyces lactis [31], K. marxianus 
[32], Candida glabrata [33], and Pichia pastoris [34], indicating the potential of using a 
well-curated GEM as the template for reconstruction of other GEMs. 
 
Those developments aided the elucidation of biological processes and inspired yeast cell 
factory design, such as the production of sesquiterpenes [35], vanillin [36], 3-
hydroxypropionic acid [37] and fumaric acid [38] by S. cerevisiae, malate [39] and acetoin 
[40] by C. glabrata and human recombinant protein by P. pastoris [41]. Detailed 



























Table 1 Genome-scale metabolic model of yeast species.  
 
 
1.4 Advanced GEM development: proteome-constrained GEM 
Even though GEMs have been used as excellent platforms for understanding metabolism, 
they only consider stoichiometry constraints of metabolism, limiting their usage for 
simulating complex phenotypes that are not constrained by pure metabolism. Therefore, 
other constraints have been integrated into GEMs to extend their prediction potential. One 
of the critical constraints is the proteome constraint, which relies on the assumption that 
cells allocate their finite proteome resource towards diverse biological processes for faster 
growth or better fitness. With this assumption, corresponding proteome constraints are 
integrated into GEMs, which enables simulation and explanation for specific phenotypes 
such as overflow metabolism [45] and Crabtree effect [46], suggesting that it could be a 
valuable addition towards basic GEMs. In this section, I will introduce two types of 













































Figure 4 Schematic figure for the reconstruction of proteome-constrained GEMs (pcGEMs) which incorporates 
more constraints/processes into the basic GEM. There are two main types of pcGEMs: coarse- and fine-grained 
pcGEMs. The coarse-grained pcGEM adds genome-scale enzymatic constraints into the basic GEM and assumes an 
upper limit for the total metabolic enzymes (red constraints in the figure). On the other hand, the fine-grained pcGEM 
contains the additional processes such as protein expression (additional constraint and synthesis reactions marked in 
blue) besides the same constraints as the coarse-grained pcGEM. Yeast compartmentalized figure source: SwissBioPics 
under CC BY4.0 license. 
 
1.4.1 Coarse-grained pcGEMs 
Coarse-grained proteome-constrained approaches assume that reaction fluxes should not 
exceed their maximum capacity. Thus, each metabolic reaction is constrained in the GEM 
with a particular enzymatic cost, mathematically represented by the turnover rate, i.e., kcat 
value and abundance of the enzyme that catalyzes the reaction. Enzyme costs of individual 
reactions sum up as the total enzyme cost, which is further constrained by the finite total 
proteome abundance in a cell. These approaches do not add new processes or genes 
compared with the basic GEM, but they could shrink the feasible solution space and better 
predict the cell's state. There are several different pipelines to generate such coarse-grained 
pcGEMs. The GECKO pipeline adds enzymatic constraints and enzyme concentrations in 
an explicit way incorporating the enzymatic constraints in each reaction with the 
corresponding enzyme as a pseudo metabolite, which benefits further proteome data 
integration [46]. In contrast, the sMOMENT pipeline adds an overall enzyme pool as the 
pseudo metabolite and assigns the adequate proteome pool to each metabolic reaction. This 
approach generates much smaller enzyme constrained models, which would decrease the 
computing demand and improve efficiency [47], especially for large GEMs such as human 
GEM. The coarse-grained pcGEM generated by the GECKO pipeline is referred to as 




















An ecGEM for S. cerevisiae was developed with the publication of the GECKO pipeline, 
named as ecYeast7 [46], in which over 750 enzymes were assigned with enzymatic 
constraints. ecYeast7 can accurately predict the maximum growth rate without defining a 
limitation on the substrate uptake rate which is incapable in basic GEM as enzymatic costs 
do not constrain its reaction rates. ecYeast7 can also simulate the metabolic shift that is 
observed with increasing energy demands in S. cerevisiae, i.e., Crabtree effect, 
demonstrating that the proteome allocation theory could explain the Crabtree phenotype. 
 
Recently, ecGEMs for Y. lipolytica and K. marxianus were developed with GECKO 
version 2.0 [48]. It was demonstrated that these ecGEMs could be integrated with 
proteomics data to compute enzyme usage. It was found that there is enforced proteome 
allocation towards the central carbon metabolism and diversified utilization of isozymes, 
which showcased the metabolic robustness of the microbes under environmental stress and 
nutrient limitation. 
 
1.4.2 Fine-grained pcGEMs 
Compared with the coarse-grained proteome-constrained approaches, the fine-grained 
approaches are more fundamental as they compile detailed protein expression processes 
such as protein translation and complex assembly. There are two parts in the fine-grained 
model: the metabolic part derived from the basic GEM and the protein expression part for 
protein synthesis. These two parts are coupled together since metabolism supplies the 
substrate and energy for protein expression parts such as ribosome and enzyme synthesis. 
At the same time, metabolic reactions are catalyzed by enzymes and therefore constrained 
by the protein synthesis rates. Additionally, the fine-grained approaches no longer contain 
a biomass equation where the protein content is represented as a fixed amount of amino 
acids but rather a dynamic protein content comprised by changing composition of enzymes. 
There are several pipelines to generate fine-grained pcGEMs such as COBRAme [49], 
RBA [50] and ETFL [51]. The COBRAme pipeline adopts the basic GEM formulation, 
and all additional constraints are integrated by adding pseudo-metabolites, which generates 
a more standard model file including the complete information required for the simulation. 
In contrast, RBA does not directly affect the model stoichiometry but instead extends the 
linear programming file with the protein-related constraints directly. Thus, RBA generates 
an easily interpretable model without many modifications in the metabolic reactions 
derived from the basic GEMs. ETFL is one step further advanced than COBRAme and 
RBA, since it can incorporate thermodynamics constraints. Instead of using the model 
default reaction reversibility, ETFL adopts the thermodynamic flux analysis, coupling 
reaction directionality with Gibbs free energies and metabolite concentrations. 
 
Fine-grained pcGEMs have been developed for the conventional yeast S. cerevisiae. The 
first one is yETFL, which expanded the original ETFL approach to eukaryotes [52]. yETFL 
was used to simulate the Crabtree effect and gene essentiality. Another fine-grained 
pcGEM for S. cerevisiae is pcYeast [53]. The model contains protein expression, 
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translation, folding, and protein degradation at genome-scale with fully compartmentalized 
formation, identifying the compartment constraint, especially mitochondria, towards the 
Crabtree effect. This model enables the computation of the protein cost to identify active 
constraints during the growth phase, suggesting that resource optimization can explain the 
metabolic strategy for eukaryotic cells for growth maximization. 
 
1.5 Other model development from the basic GEM 
1.5.1 Whole-cell model 
In addition to metabolism and protein expression, other cellular processes such as cell 
replication could also be integrated towards the concept of a whole-cell model [54], 
enabling simulate any interval of a cell cycle and simultaneously model multiple processes 
in the cell. The simulation is based on time increments from the previous simulations 
dictating enzyme abundances and metabolite concentrations, rather than the steady-state 
assumption as in the GEMs. This whole-cell modeling approach broadens the predictive 
scope and gives a comprehensive insight into cellular physiology. 
 
A whole-cell model for S. cerevisiae has been developed, named WM_S288C, which 
includes 15 cellular states and 26 cellular processes [55]. This model enables simulation 
of the cell cycle and real-time dynamic allocation of intracellular molecules, which was 
used to understand gene essentiality towards cell function by identifying the impact of 
experimentally determined essential and non-essential genes. 
 
1.5.2 Specific model for certain purpose  
In order to fulfill specific requirements, GEMs can be extended to incorporate specific 
processes or enrich existing processes [56]–[58]. To various aims, several specific models 
of yeast were reconstructed, such as to estimate the iron-recruiting enzyme abundance 
(Yeast7.Fe) [59], to simulate growth under different temperatures (etcYeast7.6) [60], to 
predict recombinant protein production (ihGlycopastoris) [41] and to incorporate 
regulatory network [56]. Each of these models adds more constraints or additional 
information, mostly in terms of the reactions and metabolites. Those extended models can 
simulate a specific delicate cellular state under a specific condition, enabling a broader 
application. 
 
Among these models, two models are based on basic GEMs: Yeast7.Fe [59] and 
ihGlycopastoris [41]. Yeast7.Fe was developed to cover the complete iron metabolism 
based on the GEM for S. cerevisiae, which enables estimate iron requirements roughly 
from metabolic fluxes. The ihGlycopastoris expands the original basic GEM for P. pastoris 
to the N-glycosylation process, enabling the simulation and identification of metabolic 
engineering targets of recombinant protein production. 
 
etcYeast7.6 was developed based on ecGEM for S. cerevisiae [60]. By linking the enzyme 
activities for metabolic enzymes to cultivation temperature, this model can simulate the 
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growth with different temperatures. The regulatory hybrid model was also developed based 
on the ecGEM for S. cerevisiae, integrating Boolean regulatory module, which enables 
exploration of the interplay between signaling and metabolism [56]. 
 
1.6 What model to select: tradeoff between model scope and 
uncertainty 
Limited by existing knowledge, there are always uncertainties in GEMs. As for the basic 
GEMs, the uncertainties would come from genome annotation, environment specification, 
biomass formulation, flux distributions[61], which may mask the biological insights. 
Those uncertainties would accumulate to any models derived from the basic GEMs.  
 
Reconstruction for both coarse- and fine-grained pcGEMs rely heavily on the enzyme 
specific kcat values, which are used in constraining the enzyme usage and synthesis [46], 
[47], [62], but there remain a few challenges. First, compared with the number of 
organisms and enzymes, the measurement of kcat values is far less than complete even for 
the well-studied species. For example, only less than 10% of total enzymatic reactions have 
measured kcat values in E. coli [63]. Thus, to generate pcGEMs, numerous kcat values are 
defined through fuzzy matching with kcat values measured with other substrates, organisms, 
or by introducing wild cards in the Enzyme Commission number (EC number). For 
example, only 47 kcat values are fully matched with enzymes and substrates in the ecGEM 
for S. cerevisiae ecYeast7 [46]. Second, the kcat values query process relies heavily on EC 
number annotation for enzymes since the kcat data mainly stored with EC numbers rather 
the enzyme sequence. For non-well annotated species, getting reliable EC numbers would 
be a challenge. Third, kcat values were mostly measured in vitro which could differ in 
magnitude with in vivo kcat values [64]. All these three challenges introduce uncertainties 
that would cause substantial manual work for generating a robust and functional pcGEM.  
 
In addition to the kcat values, fine-grained pcGEMs and whole-cell models require more 
parameters and detailed knowledge, such as the ribosome subunit composition and the 
translation scanning process. That knowledge is currently fragmentally collected from 
literature, while unmeasured parameters are rather assigned by estimation, which would 
cause further uncertainties in the model.  
 
There is a dilemma for whether to go for a simple model with less uncertainties or a 
complex model which can describe more processes. The answer depends on the focused 
scientific questions, albeit it is often a good choice to start with the simpler model.  
 
1.7 Protein synthesis and secretion 
Typically, the protein-related part in the fine-grained pcGEMs only contains partial protein 
synthesis processes to the point of protein translation. However, after the gene transcription 
and peptide translation, the nascent peptide goes through many steps before maturing. 
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Besides that, about 30% of proteins in eukaryotic cells are processed by the secretory 
pathway [65], which spans several organelles such as Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and 
Golgi, carrying out peptide translocation, folding, ER-associated protein degradation 
(ERAD), sorting processes as well as various post-translational modifications (PTMs) to 
ensure proper protein functionality [66]. The diverse combination of these processes is 
needed for processing different secretory proteins based on their protein features, which 
makes the protein secretory pathway complex to describe. Besides that, protein folding is 
an error-prone process. Mutation in the sequence, errors during the synthesis, or 
environmental insults cause the newly synthesized protein to misfold. Misfolded proteins 
are prioritized to be eliminated rapidly by the ERAD pathway. However, they can also be 
retained and accumulated in the ER. When it exceeds ER tolerance, it will trigger cell 
disorder, e.g., many diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s in humans [67], [68]. 
Unraveling the processing and energy costs for proteins passing through the secretory 
pathway and how the cell distributes energy and enzymes to process these proteins is 
therefore desirable, as this would facilitate better understanding of protein secretion. 
Therefore, there is an urgent requirement to develop a model to include the complete 
protein synthesis and secretion pathway.  
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1.8 Aim and significance 
In this thesis, I conducted research on modeling yeast species. This thesis focuses on 
developing yeast models in two dimensions: developing models for more yeast 
species/strains and integrating more constraints/processes into yeast models (Figure 5). 
 
To keep track of evolving understanding of yeast metabolism, I updated the GEM for S. 
cerevisiae to the latest version, Yeast8, which serves as a comprehensive reconstruction of 
yeast metabolism, and as the foundation stone for other research in this thesis (Paper I).  
 
On the one hand, I used Yeast8 as the template to build GEMs for multiple S. cerevisiae 
strains (Paper I) and multiple yeast/fungi species (Paper II). The first study demonstrates 
that the GEM reconstruction can systematically investigate and explain variability across 
S. cerevisiae strains within the same species, while the second systematically studied yeast 
metabolic diversity evolved through a long history. The large-scale model reconstruction 
in this dimension showcases how a well-curated GEM could facilitate the GEMs 
reconstruction for phylogenetically close organisms. 
 
On the other hand, I demonstrated that integrating more biological processes and 
constraints into yeast GEMs could explain complex phenotypes. Firstly, ecGEMs for 
yeast/fungi species were developed to simulate growth and identify critical controlling 
enzymes for different conditions (Paper I & Paper II). Next, integrating enzyme cofactors, 
primarily metal ions, into Yeast8, which resulted in the model CofactorYeast, enabled 
simulation of cellular responses to metal ion limitation (Paper III). Lastly, a fine-grained 
pcGEM of yeast with the expansion of protein secretion, namely pcSecYeast was 
developed to systematically study the protein secretion on the genome scale (Paper IV). 
 
As I have introduced in the background chapter, complex models always come with more 
uncertainties. Thus, in the last part (Paper V), I discuss how to reduce the model 
uncertainties to accelerate the large-scale functional ecGEM reconstruction.  
 
This thesis aims to exemplify the model development path and compare the predictive 
potential for models with different complexities. This thesis is expected to be a solid basis 





Figure 5 Graphic abstract for this thesis. The red circles mean models generated in this thesis while the purple circle 























2. Yeast8: the latest consensus GEM for S. cerevisiae 
As mentioned in the background part, the GEM is the foundation stone for other model 
development. Particularly, this thesis starts with the S. cerevisiae GEM, which serves as 
the template model in the first-dimension expansion to generate GEMs for more yeast 
strains/species and as a crucial part of yeast complex models in the second dimension. 
Thus, the quality of the S. cerevisiae GEM would directly influence all yeast models 
developed in this thesis. Therefore, in this chapter, I discuss how the current GEM for S. 
cerevisiae was curated and updated to the latest version, improving the metabolic pathway 
annotation completeness and accuracy (Paper I). 
 
2.1 Sustainable development of model update 
Model development is a continuous effort with numerous changes and versions, which 
raises a major challenge to properly tracking those changes. Previously, researchers 
documented changes in a log file or a table. However, this situation becomes harder when 
model development is collaborated by multiple researchers. The GEM for S. cerevisiae 
aims to be developed and maintained in a community, urgently demanding an approach to 
coordinate this problem. Here, I introduce the online tracking system Git repository, which 
was used to store and keep track of the model development. 
 
A pipeline to record changes was developed based on the version control system Git and 
its hosting service GitHub. All files related to the model updates, including the dataset, 
scripts, and iterative releases, are recorded in the GitHub repository. In order to benefit the 
parallel development by multiple researchers, a branch system is adopted in the repository 
(Figure 6). Modifications are incorporated in the different feature branches. Once 
completed, the changes made in the feature branch can be merged back to the development 
branch and further to the main branch. A senior researcher reviews each feature branch 
before being merged to the development branch to ensure that the model has been modified 
as intended. Using this system, researchers can work on their feature branch without 
interfering, which promotes simultaneous development. Model users can download and 




Figure 6 Diagram exemplifying the parallel development. Model users use the model in the main branch, while the 
model developers open different feature branches to curate the model. This branch system benefits the parallel 





fix: incorrect metabolite annotation
fix: existing geneRules based on latest gene annotation
feat: new annotated rxn
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This system has additional advantages for improving communications between model 
users and developers. Previously, when model users identified an error or bug in the model, 
users had to modify it themselves or communicate to the authors for modification, which 
caused inconvenience and could not automatically disseminate these curations to other 
users. Through the issue report system of GitHub, model users can directly report issues 
to model developers, promoting a quicker response and update. Besides that, since those 
issues are open, open discussions and even commits to fix the error can be submitted by 
model users or developers, promoting the community development. In the last two-year 
development, 12 researchers made commits to the updates of the S. cerevisiae GEM, 62 
issues raised by the model developers and outside users were fixed and updated to the 
model, and in total 24 model versions were periodically released in GitHub. 
 
This Git system has been applied to almost all model development in our group and it has 
proved to be an efficient system for transparent, reproducible and open research. I envision 
this system would become the state-of-art fashion and standard for the continuing model 
development. 
 
2.2 Updates of S. cerevisiae GEM 
To catch up with increased understanding, such as improved genome annotations and 
increased experimental phenotype data, GEMs need to be updated accordingly. Until we 
took on the task of hosting the S. cerevisiae community GEM, the latest model version, 
Yeast7 [69], accounted for 909 metabolic genes and was falling behind the latest genome 
annotation, presenting a bottleneck of usage of this GEM for systematic analysis.  
 
The resulting updates for the S. cerevisiae GEM were divided into several rounds (Figure 
7). Firstly, to improve gene coverage, additional gene annotations from the previous GEM 
iSce926 [70] were added after manual check. 
 
Secondly, new annotations from five main databases (SGD [71], BioCyc [72], Reactome 
[73], KEGG [74], and UniProt [75]) were merged and incorporated into the model after 
manual check. In this round of model update, 48 original reactions in Yeast7 were updated 
by expanding existing GPRs with newly annotated genes. Meanwhile, 183 new reactions 
with 163 genes were added. 
 
Figure 7 Major steps of development from Yeast7 to Yeast8. Starting from Yeast7, other GEMs for S. cerevisiae and 
new annotations in multiple databases were incorporated to improve the model scope. Substrate utilization experiments 
were used to curate the model especially the substrate degradation pathways. Besides that, transport reactions were 
reannotated to eliminate the reactions without gene annotation. Lastly, cofactors and metal ions were included in the 
biomass equation to activate more essential reactions in the growth simulation. 

















































Thirdly, a gap-filling process was performed by investigating substrate utilization. The 
substrate utilization experiment was performed on Biolog Phenotype MicroArrays for 190 
carbon, 95 nitrogen, 59 phosphorus, and 35 sulfur sources of two strains of S. cerevisiae, 
namely S288C and CEN.PK 113-7D. S. cerevisiae S288C can utilize 20 carbon, 40 
nitrogen, 48 phosphorus and 19 sulfurous substrates, while CEN.PK 113-7D can utilize 
additional eight carbon and four nitrogen substrates. The experimental data were used to 
validate the S. cerevisiae GEM. Necessary reactions to fix the inconsistency between the 
model prediction and experimental data were added to improve the model quality. These 
reactions were extracted from the MetaNetX database [76] following the rule to introduce 
the least number of new metabolites and reactions. MetaNetX database was chosen due to 
the high coverage of metabolite and reaction ID association in Yeast7. In selected cases, 
the reversibility of existing reactions was modified in the curation process. In this step, a 
total of 225 new reactions and 148 new metabolites were added.  
 
Fourthly, the transport reactions were updated. As a eukaryote, S. cerevisiae contains 
multiple organelles such as mitochondria and peroxisome. Therefore, to connect the 
metabolites between multiple compartments and generate a functional multi-compartment 
model, transport reactions were added previously [77], but many of these reactions did not 
contain associated gene annotations. To improve this, transporter annotations for S. 
cerevisiae in the TCDB transporter database [78] and the previous GEM issace [79] were 
collected, which is an automatically constructed GEM from the pan GEM of fungi species, 
containing more transporter annotation than Yeast7. In addition, the S. cerevisiae genome 
was reannotated through the EggNOG database [80] for transporter identification. After 
combining all those sources and careful manual check, 101 transport reactions were 
assigned with newly identified associated genes. 
 
Lastly, the biomass equation was updated. While high-fidelity determination of yeast 
biomass composition has been reported [81]–[84], the biomass equation of S. cerevisiae 
GEM has not been updated in a long time. Thus, a new version of the biomass equation 
was formulated by accounting for cofactors and metal ions, which activate more reactions 
such as cofactor synthesis when simulating growth and thereby benefitting essential gene 
prediction. 
 
Until here, I have reported major updates that were done to curate Yeast7.6 to Yeast8.4. In 
each round of model updates, standard quality-control tests for growth simulations, 
reaction mass balance check and NADH/ATP yield on glucose were performed to ensure 
model's functionality. All these updates, corresponding datasets and scripts to reproduce 
those changes are well documented in the GitHub repository. This study is not the end of 
the development for the S. cerevisiae GEM. Since Paper I was published, many new 
updates have been incorporated, including the improvement of the reaction stichometry 
balance and gap-filled reactions in aroma compounds production. There are remaining 
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issues by model users which will be continuously developed and integrated to the model 
in the future.  
 
2.3 Evaluation of S. cerevisiae GEM 
Through the above-described development, the updated GEM Yeast8 has a significantly 
increased model scope in terms of the numbers of genes (from 909 to 1133) and reactions 
(from 3493 to 3949) compared with Yeast7.6. Yeast8 was used to predict growth rates 
under different conditions to confirm whether the updates affected model performance. By 




Figure 8 Growth simulation with Yeast8. Growth phenotype and related exchange rates of C-limited (carbon-limited) 
and N-limited (nitrogen-limited) chemostats were collected from literature. The model simulation was set up with 
minimal media with growth maximization as the objective function. Note that the biomass composition was adjusted for 
simulating N-limited conditions. 
 
While Yeast8 has improved model scope compared with Yeast7.6, Yeast8 also 
outperforms Yeast7.6 in predicting some yeast phenotypes. Firstly, the accuracy of 
essential gene prediction is increased from 85.4% to 90.3% with an increase in the true 
positive (from 687 to 973) from Yeast7.6 to Yeast8. Next, Yeast8 outperforms Yeast7.6 in 
predicting substrate utilization with model prediction accuracy improving from 63.4% to 
81.5% (Figure 9a). Furthermore, the memote scores [85], which demonstrate the model 
quality, also improved after the iterative updates, suggesting that the updated model has a 
more complete annotation for metabolites and reactions which would generalize the model 
usage and facilitate comparison with other models (Figure 9b). In conclusion, Yeast8 has 
shown its good performance and therefore can serve as the foundation for further 
expansion in two dimensions as described in the following chapters. 
 































Figure 9 Comparison of Yeast7 and Yeast8 in simulation. a) Substrate usage comparison. Substrate utilization 
experiments were performed in the Biolog plates. The model simulation was set up with minimal media with the 
replacement of the corresponding tested substrates. b) Test scores based on the Memote test suite. The total score 
indicates the model annotation condition and whether the model reconstruction follows certain criteria. Consistency 
represents the score for the reactions as for the stochiometric consistency, mass and charge balance and unbounded flux 
carried by the reactions. Annotation represents the score for the completeness of universal ID annotation from standard 
databases. SBO stands for Systems Biology Ontology, which indicates the intended function of individual components, 
such as SBO:0000176 stands for biochemical reaction and SBO:0000247 stands for simple chemical metabolites. The 
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3. Yeast model development for more strains/species 
There are two common approaches in GEM reconstruction: one is to reconstruct from 
scratch using the genome annotation from database as the scaffold; the other is to 
reconstruct the model based on homology search with a well-curated GEM as the template. 
Using the template to reconstruct GEMs allows to transfer the highly curated knowledge 
bases for one organism, in S. cerevisiae case, over 15 years development, quickly to 
another phylogenetically close organism based the assumption that homolog shares similar 
function. Due to the rapid homolog gene mapping tools for multiple organisms developed 
in these years, it has now become possible to utilize the second approach for large-scale 
GEM reconstruction. In this section, I introduce how the well-curated GEM for S. 
cerevisiae Yeast8 was used as basis to model more yeast species/strains. This chapter is 
divided into two parts: to model multiple S. cerevisiae isolates (Paper I) and to model 
multiple yeast species (Paper II).  
 
3.1 Modeling 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates 
S. cerevisiae can be found worldwide in diverse habitats including natural biotopes and 
human-associated habitats. There is an increasing number of published genome sequences 
of S. cerevisiae isolates, which were demonstrated to have a high level of genetic diversity 
[87]–[89]. In order to systematically study the metabolic diversity, I reconstructed GEMs 
for 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates from diverse origins [87] using Yeast8 as the template. 
 
3.1.1 Reconstruction of GEMs for 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates 
Firstly, the pan-genome, which represents the complete representative gene sets (pan-
genes) of 1,011 S. cerevisiae, was defined and annotated with different databases such as 
KEGG [74] and EggNOG [80] web services. The annotated KEGG Orthology (KO) for 
pan-genes were mapped to metabolic reactions, and then compared and merged with 
Yeast8 to form the panGEM containing comprehensive metabolic reactions for these 1,011 
isolates. 
 
The panGEM and the strain&pan-gene matrix containing the pan-gene existence 
information in each strain were used to generate GEMs for 1,011 isolates (Figure 10, 
Figure 11a). The number of reactions in those GEMs range from 3,396 to 4,013 (Figure 
11b). Followingly, I generated coreGEM by extracting the reactions, metabolites, and pan-
genes shared among all isolates, yielding 3,905 reactions, 2,666 metabolites and 892 pan-
genes. Many reactions in Yeast8 are shared by most isolates, signifying that metabolism is 
well conserved among all those isolates. Notably, the number of accessory genes (478) that 
are not shared by all isolates is higher than the number of accessory reactions (147), which 
indicates many isozymes emerged during the evolution, demonstrating the robustness of 
the cellular function. Most of the accessory genes were associated with sugar and 






Figure 10 Reconstruction pipeline of GEMs for 1,011 isolates. The GEM for S. cerevisiae was used as the template 
to formulate the panGEM for all those S. cerevisiae isolates. The reconstructed panGEM combined with the strain&pan-
gene matrix (the pan gene existence information in each isolate) was used to extract the strain-specific models for each 
isolate. coreGEM for those isolates were extracted by identification of the common reactions among GEMs of all isolates. 
 
3.1.2 Evaluation of GEMs for 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates 
The 1,011 GEMs were used to estimate substrate usage and yield of biomass precursors 
(Figure 11c-d). The figure was plotted by grouping isolated from the same origin.The 
substrate usage analysis suggested that the isolates from the origin ‘Industrial’ and ‘Lab 
strain’ are typically able to utilize fewer substrates compared with isolates from other 
origins (Figure 11c), which may hint that those isolates have gone through reductive 
evolution during their domestication, resulting in loss of the ability to utilize certain 
substrates. Simulated biomass yield differs in isolates from diverse origins (Figure 11d). 
The isolates from the origin ‘Human’ have a relatively lower biomass yield, likely due to 
an adaptive evolution towards associated habits. Instead of de novo biosynthesis of 
biomass precursors, the ‘Human’ isolates can take up some of them from their environment 
















































Figure 11 Evaluation of GEMs for 1,011 isolates. a) Number of isolates in each origin. b) Box plot for the reactions in 
the reconstructed GEMs for isolates from each origin. c) Simulated substrate usage profiles for isolates classified by 
origin. This test was performed using the same approach as the substrate utilization test for the S. cerevisiae as in Figure 
9a. d) Box plot for the biomass yield on glucose with the minimal medium set up. 
 
To further compare the metabolic potential of those isolates, the maximum yields of 20 
amino acids plus six important biomass precursors were computed using 1,011 GEMs 
(Figure 12a). The results suggested that those yields differ among isolates. Figure 12b 
shows that the optimal yields of amino acids differ in isolates from the ‘Industrial’ origin. 
Combining the genotype information with the collected phenotype data, I identified that 
the variations are primarily caused by the energy production efficiency and the missing 
essential reactions in the amino acid biosynthetic pathways. For example, S. cerevisiae 
isolate AAH has a simulated low overall amino acid yield as it produces energy by 
fermentation rather than respiration. The experimental data showed that this strain has very 
slow growth on non-fermentable carbon sources such as ethanol and glycerol [87], 
suggesting that the respiratory pathway may be impaired. The consistency between the 





























































































































Figure 12 Simulated amino acid yields of GEMs for 1,011 isolates. a) Comparison of simulated range of maximum 
yields of 20 amino acids and six key chemicals for all 1,011 GEMs. b) Comparison of the yield of 20 amino acids from 
glucose for 20 strains from the group of “industrial strain” to exemplify the diversity of amino acid yields. 
 
Subsequentially, the 1,011 GEMs were classified based on the in silico substrate usage, 
given that the ability to utilize different substrates may have a direct link towards the 
diverse origins (Figure 13). The isolates from the ‘Human’ origin can be separated from 
the isolates originating from ‘Wine’ with only two substrates (lactic acid and sorbitol, 
Figure 13), demonstrating that substrate usage profiles are indeed affected by the strain 
origins and can be used to for classification.  
 
 
Figure 13 Decision tree classification of strains according to the simulated maximum growth rates on different 
carbon sources. The growth rate result was generated in the substrate utilization test as mentioned in the Figure 11c. S5: 
Latic acid; S11: Serine; S17: Sorbitol; S49: Trehalose. 
 
3.2 Modeling 343 yeast/fungi species 
Yeast species have been widely used as cell factories, while more non-conventional yeasts 
have drawn attention due to their fascinating and versatile phenotypes [90]. There are over 
1,500 identified yeast species, evolved with over 400 million years [91]. It would be 
desired for systematic analysis of their metabolic diversity, and to this purpose, GEMs 
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phylogenetic clades plus 11 outgroup fungi species. Figure 14 shows the species number 
from each phylogenetic clade and its genome size. 
 
 
Figure 14 General information for 332 yeast species and 11 fungal outgroup species. The tip names in the 
phylogenetic tree represent 12 major clades in the subphylum classification for 332 yeast species plus 11 fungal species 
as the outgroup according to [91]. This classification is used in all following analyses. 
 
3.2.1 Reconstruction of GEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species 
The panGEM for all those 343 yeast/fungi species was reconstructed using Yeast8 as the 
template, in an approach similar to what was employed to reconstruct GEMs for 1,011 S. 
cerevisiae isolates (Figure 15). Compared with the 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates, 343 
yeast/fungi species have a more considerable phylogenetic distance towards S. cerevisiae, 
which suggests that more additional genes and reactions would be added into Yeast8 to 
form the panGEM. Therefore, to improve the model coverage for the accessory reactions, 
individual draft GEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species were generated through RAVEN2 
toolbox [21] from KEGG and MetaCyc annotation. The reactions from the draft GEMs 
and detailed pan-gene annotations were incorporated together as the reaction pool. After 
several rounds of cross-referencing, filtering, and manual check, 562 new reactions and 
associated genes were added into Yeast8 to form the panGEM for 343 yeast/fungi species. 
The panGEM includes 3143 metabolites, 4587 reactions and 3751 pan-genes, which is a 
more complete metabolism representation than a prior fungal panGEM reported in the 























Figure 15 Reconstruction pipeline for GEMs of 343 yeast/fungi species. Yeast8 was used as the template together 
with reactions annotated from the pan-genome to formulate the panGEM for 343 yeast/fungi species. The reconstructed 
panGEM combined with the strain&pan-gene matrix (indicates the pan-gene existence in each species) were used to 
extract the species-specific GEMs. To represent the diverse phenotypes, biomass composition was defined in GEMs for 
343 species based on their phenotypes. Lastly, to ensure the functionality of those GEMs, gap filling was performed, 
including a biomass precursor targeted pathway search check and an automatic gap-filling. 
 
Then, the GEM for each yeast/fungi species was generated based on the species&pan-gene 
matrix, which contains the pan-gene homolog existence in each species. Unlike the 
reconstruction of GEMs of 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates, a less strict strategy was adopted 
when defining the existence of enzyme complexes. If at least half of all subunits of an 
enzyme complex were present, the complex was considered functional, and the 
corresponding reaction would be kept in the species-specific GEMs. This step is essential 
when generating GEMs for phylogenetically distant species where enzyme complex 
configurations will be less conserved, ensuring that less gap-filling work will be required 
in the next step of species-specific GEM reconstruction. 
 
Biomass equations were formulated for species with diverse phenotypes. According to the 
collected phenotypes, the 332 yeast species were split into four groups: ‘Normal’, ‘Heat-
tolerant’, ‘Oleaginous’ and ‘Pathogenic’. Species that could not be assigned to a certain 
phenotype were classified as ‘Normal’. For each group, one biomass composition was 
defined according to previous published GEMs for the representative species. 
 
Due to significant phylogenetic differences, GEMs for several yeast/fungi species 
contained gaps in the biomass precursor synthesis pathways and could not predict growth. 


















































identified by pathway search for dead ends in biomass precursor production, which were 
subsequently filled with reactions from the draft GEMs of the corresponding species. To 
ensure the quality of the models, I only added reactions with gene annotations in this step. 
Secondly, if gaps remained after the first step, an automatic gap-filling approach in the 
RAVEN2 toolbox was performed, where the panGEM was used as the reaction pool. The 
criteria were to add the least number of reactions into the GEM to achieve growth. 
 
In order to improve the prediction of substrate utilization, additional steps for substrate 
metabolism annotation were performed using tblastn search. Template reactions and 
corresponding genes of substrate metabolism were collected from KEGG, MetaCyc and 
literature. This step significantly improved genome annotation for the substrate utilization 
pathways. For example, erythritol degradation has not been fully elucidated for most yeast 
species [92]. Through the tblastn search for enzymes involved in two erythritol degradation 
pathways from MetaCyc, the erythritol degradation pathway II is more likely to be 
involved in yeast species and the enzyme EC 5.3.1.34 was identified as the key enzyme 
for erythritol degradation (Figure 16). From the 85 yeast species with the genomic 
evidence for this enzyme, 68 yeast species were reported to have the erythritol phenotype, 
while 11 out of the remaining 17 species lacked experimental evidence. The consistency 
between enzyme existence and experimental evidence of the phenotype suggests that the 
enzyme is the key enzyme controlling the erythritol phenotype in yeast species. 
 
 
Figure 16 Gene mining result for the erythritol degradation pathways. The number above each plot indicates the 
ratio of the consistency species number and species number with the gene evidence from tblastn result. 
 
After such curations, the reconstructed 343 yeast/fungi species GEMs contained 3,500-
4,000 reactions and around 1,000 genes. There were 2,080 reactions shared by all yeast 
species, i.e., core reactions, and 2,519 accessory reactions (Figure 17a-b). The core 
reactions were involved in central metabolism, while the accessory reactions were mainly 













































































































among these species, I performed t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) 
analysis based on the reaction existence information, which shows that the GEMs can 
largely be clustered based on their phylogenetical clade, suggesting the conservation of 
network structure within clades. This clustering also suggests that the metabolic diversity 
could partially capture the evolutionary relationship (Figure 17c). 
 
It should be noted that this template-based large-scale GEM reconstruction process 
improves the quality of Yeast8. For example, the degradation reaction from D-glucosamine 
6-phosphate to fructose 6-phosphate catalyzed by glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase is 
an essential reaction for utilization of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. This reaction was present 
in a previous version of Yeast8 but has been removed as it was found to be wrongly 
annotated in the previous version. After that, the model simulated zero growth with N-
acetyl-D-glucosamine as a carbon source, consistent with the experimental evidence of this 
phenotype [93]. In addition, 15 genes were annotated to 14 existing metabolic reactions of 
Yeast8, thereby improving the gene coverage. 
 
 
Figure 17 Comparison of reconstructed GEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species. a) Comparison of GEMs for species from 
12 major clades regarding the numbers of reactions, accessory reactions, genes and metabolites. b) Reaction numbers for 
the core, pan and accessory reactions as sampling from 1 to 343 species. c) t-SNE analysis of yeast species based on the 
rection existence matrix of 343 yeast/fungi GEMs. 
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3.2.2 Evaluation of GEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species 
The 343 GEMs were firstly evaluated by their substrate utilization profiles. As for collected 
substrate profiles for 322 yeast species, the average accuracy was above 0.75 (Figure 18a), 
suggesting the high quality of the reconstructed GEMs for substrate utilization prediction. 
The false positives could potentially primarily be the result of promiscuous enzymes in 
GEMs. For example, even though S. cerevisiae contains annotated enzymes for xylose 
degradation, it cannot utilize xylose as a sole carbon source due to the low kinetic activity 
of the promiscuous enzymes involved [94]. 
 
Secondly, essential gene prediction was performed using GEMs for five species with 
experimental essential gene profiles. The result showed an overall 0.78 accuracy for 
essential gene prediction, which is comparable with previously published well-curated 
GEMs for those species (Figure 18b). The high accuracy furthermore demonstrated the 
high quality of GEMs generated from this pipeline. The scope of the reconstructed GEMs 
was also compared with the previously published GEMs for the same species, 
demonstrating comparable numbers of reactions, metabolites and genes (Figure 18c). 
 
Figure 18 Evaluation of GEMs for yeast/fungi species. a) Comparison of substrate utilization prediction accuracy. 
Substrate utilization experimental phenotype was collected from literature [91], [95]. Model prediction was simulated 
using GEMs with the minimal media setup. Substrates were changed accordingly. The accuracy was calculated as (TP + 
TN)/ (TP + TN + FP + FN). b) Comparison of essential gene prediction for five species of models from this study and 
published models. The prediction accuracy for SpoMBEL1693 of S. pombe is from [96] and others were re-calculated 
in this work using the corresponding GEMs. c) Model scope comparison of GEMs in this study and previously published 
GEMs. Published GEMs used in this analysis: iYali4 for Y. lipolytica [30], iNX804 for C. glabrata [33], iSM996 for K. 
marxianus [32], iTL885 for Scheffersomyces stipites [97], SpoMBEL1693 for Schizosaccharomyces pombe [96], iCT646 
for Candida tropicalis [98], iMT1026.v3 for Komagataella pastoris [99], iOD907 for K. lactis [31]. yli: Y. lipolytica; 
pic: S. stipitis; spo: S. pombe; cgr: C. glabrata; ctp: C. tropicalis; ppa: K. pastoris; kla: K. lactis; kmx: K. marxianus; sce: 
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After demonstrating that the reconstructed GEMs were of overall high quality, the GEMs 
were used to evaluate the metabolic diversity among those species. The yields of ATP, 
amino acids and biomass on glucose were calculated using these 343 GEMs (Figure 19a). 
The result showed that species from the clade Saccharomycodaceae and 
Saccharomycetaceae have a lower yield of ATP and biomass (Figure 19a), which could 
be due to the absence of Complex I in the respiratory chain and thus a decrease in the 
proton motive force for energy production. This is consistent with experimental 
observations that yeast species with Complex I have a relatively lower biomass yield than 
those with Complex I [100]–[104]. The maximal theoretical amino acid yields were also 
calculated with those GEMs, which also differ among those species (Figure 19b). 
 
 
Figure 19 Metabolic diversity comparison of 343 yeast/fungi GEMs. a) Comparison of simulated ATP and biomass 
yields on glucose, and numbers of Complex I subunits for species from each clade. b) Range of simulated amino acid 
yields on glucose for all species. The result was calculated using GEMs with minimal media as the setup with glucose 
as the carbon source and amino acid exchange as the objective, respectively. The unit of yield is mol/mol. 
 
3.2.3 Trait evolution analysis aided by GEMs for 332 yeast species 
Since those 332 yeast species GEMs showed good predictions of substrate utilization 
(Figure 18a), the mechanisms underlying substrate diversity could be investigated by 
complementing the GEMs with analysis on evolutionary events. The substrate utilization 
of each species was firstly compared to their common ancestor BYCA (Budding yeast 
common ancestor) [91], and the substrate utilization loss and gain for each species were 
denoted (Figure 20a). Then the reactions and genes responsible for the substrates 
utilization were identified from all 343 GEMs. After that, detailed gene-level evolution 
analyses were conducted, identifying events such as horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and 
gene family expansion and contraction, and the results were mapped to the substrate 
utilization changes for each species. Promiscuous enzymes that might have evolved 
different kinetic activities towards diverse substrates were also analyzed and related to 
substrate utilization loss and gain (Figure 20a).  
 
In Figure 20b, many HGTs related to substrate utilization occurred with enzymes that 
interface with the environment, such as transporters and extracellular degradation 
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that, many of the horizontally transferred genes were derived from other fungi, suggesting 
that gene flow is more frequent among fungi than between bacteria and fungi (Figure 20c). 
HGTs related to substrate usages are more abundant in selected clades such as 
Wickerhamiella/Starmerella (W/S clade) and its close relatives, e.g., Lipomycetaceae, 
Trigonopsidaceae and Dipodascaceae/ Trichomonascaceae, which may be because the 
species from those clades ecologically cohabit with other fungi species. There are two 
clades (CUG-Ser1 and CUG-Ser2) with non-HGT events for the substrate utilization, 
indicating that the genetic code alteration may act as a barrier for HGT. 
 
As for gain of substrate utilization, gene expansion and promiscuous enzymes might be 
the main driving force (Figure 20d). For example, species from the clade 
Saccharomycetaceae went through a whole-genome duplication, which contributed to the 
presence of multiple paralogs in those species. Duplicated promiscuous enzymes may gain 
activity towards new substrates through divergent evolution, contributing to the broader 
substrate profiles in those clades [105]. 
 
Loss of reactions or attenuated enzyme activities could cause the loss of substrate 
utilization. Firstly, I divided the substrate utilization reactions into two parts: highly 
correlated reactions and non-highly correlated reactions, which indicated the coexistence 
of a reaction towards a particular substrate utilization phenotype (Figure 20e). Highly 
correlated reactions are defined as always present reaction when a particular phenotype is 
observed (consistency > 0.83, sensitivity > 0.92). Highly correlated reactions were 
identified in the corresponding utilization pathway for 14 out of 32 analyzed substrates, 
suggesting that losses of 14 substrate utilization phenotype among different species are 
mainly caused by the loss of same reactions. However, the loss of non-highly correlated 
reactions could also contribute towards the loss of substrate utilization ability (Figure 20f), 
demonstrating that the diverse reductive evolution routes exist for the same phenotype. 
Besides these two cases, occasionally, the substrate utilization phenotype is lost even while 
all enzymes and reactions linking the substrate to central carbon metabolism are present, 
which is caused by the loss of distant (or downstream) reactions. For example, several 
species from the genus Hanseniaspora lose the ability to utilize ethanol, which may be 
caused by the loss of an essential reaction in gluconeogenesis, where oxaloacetate 
carboxylase (EC4.1.1.49) catalyzes the conversion from oxaloacetate to 
phosphoenolpyruvate (Figure 20g). For the same reason, those species cannot utilize 
citrate or succinate, while glycerol utilization is not affected. These four substrate 
utilization phenotypes are consistent in the model simulation and experimental data. This 




Figure 20 Investigation of substrate utilization diversity by GEM simulation and evolution analysis. a) Comparison 
of the numbers of utilized substrates, gain- and loss- of the substrate utilization compared with the ancestor BYCA, 
HGTs related to substrate utilization, expanded genes related to substrate utilization, and promiscuous enzymes in the 
substrate utilization pathway. b) Classification of the genes with HGT events in substrate utilization. c) Classification of 
doners for those HGT events in substrate utilization. d) Ratios of evolution events co-occurring with substrate gain. e) 
Example of highly correlated reactions and non-highly correlated reactions. Reactions for xylose degradation in the 
model correlate poorly with the existence of the xylose utilization phenotype since those enzymes are also responsible 
for other substrate degradations. Thus, those reactions were defined as non-highly correlated reactions. In contrast, the 
reactions for galactose utilization correlate well with the galactose utilization phenotype, which were classified as the 
highly correlated reactions (Highly correlated reactions are defined as consistency > 0.83, sensitivity > 0.92.). Exp: 
experimental phenotype. Model: model simulated phenotype. ppa: K. pastoris; ago: Eremothecium gossypii; cgr: C. 
glabrata; caur: Candida auris; kaf: Kazachstania africana; kla: K. lactis; kmx: K. marxianus; lth: L. thermotolerans; 
ndi: Naumovozyma dairenensis; sce: S. cerevisiae; tbl: T. blattae; tpf: T. phaffii; tdl: Torulaspora delbrueckii; cal: C. 
albicans; yli: Y. lipolytica. f) Ratios of evolution event co-occurring with substrate loss. Highly correlated and non-highly 
correlated reactions are defined by the consistency of reaction existence with the substrate utilization phenotype 
existence. Downstream pathway is defined as when all enzymes and reactions are included in the original substrate 
utilization pathway, but specific enzymes are absent in a distantly related pathway. g) An example of how GEM 
reconstruction could aid in the identification of the reason for the loss of traits caused by the gap from the downstream 
pathway. The loss of substrate utilization such as ethanol and citrate are caused by the downstream reaction’s loss 
(catalyzed by the EC 4.1.1.49, marked by red). All substrate traits were marked in purple.  
Substrate traits Traits gained






































































































































































































































































































































4. Yeast model development to more constraints/biological 
processes 
GEMs enable the prediction of cellular metabolic states under certain external and internal 
constraints, thereby serving as an evitable tool for systems biology. However, biological 
processes in the living cell are highly interacted. Thus, to study more complex and delicate 
phenotypes, more biological processes and constraints should be incorporated into GEMs. 
In this section, I describe the work related to the integration of extra constraints and/or 
biological processes to the basic GEMs, which resulted in three types of models: ecGEMs 
(Paper I & Paper II), CofactorYeast (Paper III) and pcSecYeast (Paper IV).  
 
4.1 ecGEMs for yeast species 
Previously, GEMs for S. cerevisiae and 343 yeast/fungi species were reconstructed. To 
enhance their predictive power, I incorporate enzymatic constraints into those GEMs using 
the coarse-grained approach GECKO [46], resulting in ecGEMs for S. cerevisiae and 
diverse yeast/fungi species. Due to the limitation of available kinetic information, only the 
ecGEMs for S. cerevisiae and 14 relatively well-studied yeast/fungi species were 
generated. The development of ecGEMs for the remaining 300 yeast/fungi species are 
introduced in the next chapter (Chapter 5). 
 
As for the generated ecGEM for S. cerevisiae ecYeast8, maximum growth rates on 332 
different combinations of carbon and nitrogen sources were predicted and compared with 
the experimental data from microtiter platers (Figure 21a). The result shows that ecYeast8 
can significantly reduce the error in prediction when compared with the basic GEM Yeast8. 
Besides that, the flux control coefficient (FCC) analysis, where the importance of specific 
enzyme towards the growth rate were defined, showed that glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (Tdh1p) is the major flux controlling enzyme for growth on medium with 
glucose as the carbon source, while the F0-ATP synthase subunit c (Oli1p) and isocitrate 




Figure 21 Growth simulation and analysis under different substrate sources. a) Prediction of maximum specific 
growth rates under 332 combinations of carbon and nitrogen sources using Yeast8 and ecYeast8. Red color denotes the 
high density of overlapping points. b) FCC analysis for growth under different carbon sources. FCC quantifies the effect 





























































































As for the generated ecGEMs of 14 yeast/fungi species, the coverage for enzymatic 
constraints was relatively low compared to the total metabolic enzymes that were specified 
in the GEMs (~1,000) (Figure 22a), which could introduce bias in simulations. I will 
discuss this uncertainty in detail in Chapter 5. The FCC analysis was also performed for 
growth on minimal media with glucose as the carbon source. The result suggests that the 
enzymes with high FCCs are largely consistent among those 14 yeast species, 
demonstrating that the central carbon metabolism is largely conserved (Figure 22b). 
 
 
Figure 22 Analysis of ecGEMs for 14 yeast species. a) Comparison of enzymatic constraints of 14 ecGEMs. b) 
Heatmap of FCCs calculated by ecGEMs. The x tick label represents the gene names. dbr: Dekkera bruxellensis; esi: 
Eremothecium sinecaudum; kla: K. lactis; kmx: K. marxianus; ppa: K. pastoris; lfe: Lachancea fermentati; lth: L. 
thermotolerans; ncs: Naumovozyma castellii; seu: Saccharomyces eubayanus; spo: S. pombe; tbl: T. blattae; tpf: T. 
phaffii; zro: Z. rouxii; kdo: Kluyveromyces dobzhanskii. 
 
In this part, I introduced that basic GEMs can be extended to ecGEMs by adding enzymatic 
constraints, but these extended models cover the same scope of biological processes as the 
basic GEM, solely describing metabolism. I also showed that there is a limitation of 
generalization of ecGEM reconstruction towards less-studied species.  
 
4.2 Modeling enzyme cofactor: CofactorYeast 
Metal ions are key cofactors for enzymes to ensure proper functioning. While numerous 
enzymes have been identified to interact with metal ions, there is a lack of knowledge on 
quantitative relationships between metal ions and metabolism. Fine-grained pcGEMs can 
integrate protein synthesis in genome-scale models and could be further extended to 
account for enzyme cofactors. In this part, I introduce the development and application of 
the model CofactorYeast.  
 
4.2.1 Development of CofactorYeast 
The basic GEM for S. cerevisiae Yeast8 was expanded by a fine-grained approach to 
incorporate protein translation and cofactor binding reactions, resulting in the model 


























































































































when bound to all their respective cofactors, and metabolism can thus be affected by 
cofactor availability (Figure 23). In this model, eight metal ions and iron-containing 
compounds, i.e., heme and iron-sulfur clusters (ISCs) were studied. Among those, the top 
three metal ions that bind to proteins in S. cerevisiae are zinc (11% of proteins contain 
zinc), magnesium (9%) and iron (2%).  
 
 
Figure 23 Schematic figure for CofactorYeast. This model expands Yeast8 by including protein translation and 
cofactor synthesis and binding reactions. Yeast compartmentalized figure source: SwissBioPics under CC BY4.0 license. 
 
4.2.2 Simulation of metal ion abundance  
CofactorYeast was used to simulate growth on different substrates under aerobic 
conditions using Biolog plates as depicted in Figure 9a. Among these conditions, there 
were 116 conditions where the CofactorYeast simulations were consistent with observed 
phenotypes. Thus, simulations of those conditions were selected to estimate the 
abundances of the metal ions binding on enzymes. While basic GEMs might predict 
constant metal ion content across all conditions if metal ions are presented with fixed 
coefficients in the biomass equation, CofactorYeast can simulate the changed abundances 
of metal ions. The simulated abundances of metal ions by CofactorYeast were compared 
with experimentally measured metal ion composition in the biomass under various culture 
conditions, which overall showed good consistency for several metal ions, including 
copper, manganese, iron and zinc (Figure 24). Since CofactorYeast only considers the 
bounded metal ions, rather than the free forms in the cell, the simulated abundances can be 
expected to be lower than measured concentrations, as was observed. Meanwhile, sodium, 
potassium and calcium showed large deviations between simulated and measured data, 
which could be explained by the fact that they are also involved in other biological 
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Figure 24 Simulated abundances of metal ions compared with experimentally measured data. Simulations were 
performed for 116 conditions, while the reported metal ion contents were measured under diverse culture conditions as 
reported in the literature. 
 
4.2.3 Simulation of iron deficiency  
Iron is one of the most interesting metal ions as it (i) can be present in various forms, 
including heme and ISCs, (ii) is one of the most widely used and most studied metal ions 
in the cell, and (iii) can serve as electron carriers in energy metabolism. Thus, iron was 
used to showcase the predictive potential of CofactorYeast.  
 
Iron deficiency was simulated with CofactorYeast by reducing the iron uptake to 50% of 
the reference state as it resulted a 20% reduction in simulated growth rate, which is close 
to the experimentally measured growth reduction of yeast cells in response to iron 
deficiency [106]. Furthermore, the parameter θ was used to present the enzyme activity 
ratio of enzymes without binding cofactors compared with the enzymes bound with 
cofactors. This parameter was sampled from 0 to 0.9 to evaluate the impact on simulations. 
 
CofactorYeast predicted that iron deficiency accompanies reduced growth with increased 
glucose uptake and ethanol and glycerol production (Figure 25a), suggesting that iron 
deficiency increases the glycolytic flux and leads to redox imbalance. The increased flux 
of glycolysis [106] and glycerol production [107] has previously been reported under iron 
starvation conditions. Note that the parameter θ did not have significant impact on the 
simulated growth and exchange rates. 
 
Furthermore, the changes in the expression levels of individual enzymes in response to 
iron deficiency were simulated (Figure 25b). By comparing with transcriptomics data, 
CofactorYeast was able to capture the key changes, such as the downregulation of enzymes 
in tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle), electron transport chain, heme synthesis, amino 
acids metabolism and ergosterol biosynthesis [108], [109], indicating that yeast under iron 
deficiency could optimize iron usage through reducing the levels of unnecessary iron-
containing enzymes. Most of enzyme expression level changes were not affected by the 
parameter θ, except C-4 methyl sterol oxidase (Erg25p) and delta 9 fatty acid desaturase 
(Ole1p). For those two proteins, the change of θ would cause opposite simulated 
expression changes, which can capture their experimentally measured upregulation in 
response to iron deficiency [108]–[110]. 
 
Measured data
Simulated data (n = 116)


















Figure 25 Simulations of iron deficiency. a) Simulated growth rates and exchange fluxes with various θ values for iron 
deficiency and reference condition. 50% iron uptake represents the iron deficiency condition. b) Comparison of 
experimentally measured differential expression with simulations upon iron deficiency. The color of the enzyme name 
represents experimentally measured differential expression upon iron deficiency (i.e., blue means measured down-
regulation and red up-regulation). Heatmap represents simulated differential expression. Complex: COX, copper-
dependent cytochrome c oxidase; QCR, ubiquinol cytochrome-c reductase; SDH, succinate dehydrogenase. 
 
CofactorYeast adopts the fine-grained proteome-constrained approaches and can thus 
relates enzyme cofactors with metabolism. This model showcases how extending the basic 
GEM with enzyme cofactors enables the study of complex phenotype such as iron 
deficiency.  
 
4.3 Modeling protein secretion: pcSecYeast 
Yeast cells are used as cell factories to produce 15% of microbe-derived recombinant 
proteins [111]. Besides that, around 30% of native proteins are processed in the secretory 
pathway [65], which would compete with the recombinant secretory proteins for limited 
energy and proteome resource. The protein secretory pathway in yeast cells involves many 
processes such as PTMs, folding and vesicle sorting. The complexity of the secretory 
pathway hinders the system design from improving the recombinant protein production, 
thus there is an urgent need for developing a detailed protein secretory model. In this part, 
I describe the development of the proteome-constrained secretory model of S. cerevisiae, 
named pcSecYeast (Figure 26), and its applications. 
 

































































































































Figure 26 Schematic figure for pcSecYeast. pcSecYeast includes protein translation, translocation, glycosylate, GPI 
transfer, ERAD and sorting processes. Transloc: translocation; NG: N-glycosylation; OG: O-glycosylation; DSB: 
disulfide bond formation; GPI: glycosylphosphatidylinositol; ER: endoplasmic reticulum; ERAD: ER-associated 
degradation; LDSV: low-density secretory vesicles; HDSV: high-density secretory vesicles; ALP: alkaline phosphatase 
pathway; CPY: carboxypeptidase Y pathway. 
 
4.3.1 Development of pcSecYeast  
Firstly, I will define the rationale behind the selection of a fine-grained pcGEM rather than 
a basic GEM as a base for extension with secretion. Previously, there were published 
frameworks or models as the simple extension for recombinant protein secretion for yeast 
and mammalian cells [41], [112], [113]. However, even with constrained exchange rates, 
the predicted secretion rates of recombinant proteins would be 1,000-fold higher than the 
experimental data [114], suggesting that metabolism may not be the bottleneck for 
recombinant protein secretion. Moreover, fine-grained pcGEMs are expected to simulate 
the competition of recombinant proteins with native secretory proteins. Thus, a secretory 
model that would adopt a fine-grained proteome-constrained approach should be able to 
simulate how the cell would allocate its proteome and secretory capacity under various 
environmental conditions.  
 
pcSecYeast was based on Yeast8 and expanded by protein expression, translation, folding 
and degradation reactions. For each protein processed in the secretory pathways, detailed 
protein processing was added into the model, including translocation from cytosol to ER, 
PTMs such as glycosylation, disulfide bond formation and GPI anchor transfer, misfolding 
and misfolded protein degradation, and vesicle sorting, detailly describing the processing 
of nascent peptide to its mature form. pcSecYeast differs from published models since 
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protein while excluding all native secretory proteins. pcSecYeast contains protein 
synthesis processes for 1,639 proteins, which accounts for 70% of total proteome mass 
estimated from the PaxDb database [115]. Among those proteins, 492 proteins were 
responsible for the protein synthesis and secretion. The model contains 38,020 reactions, 
of which 31,824 are related to the protein part, indicating the complexity of the protein 
secretory pathway and the large scope of proteins in the model. 
 
4.3.2 Simulation of growth upon different extracellular glucose concentrations 
S. cerevisiae contains more than ten hexose transporters that are differently expressed in 
response to extracellular glucose concentrations [116]. Since those transporters are 
processed and secreted by the secretory pathway, pcSecYeast was used to simulate growth 
at different glucose concentrations to investigate the selection of glucose transporters. As 
previously mentioned, the simulation of growth relies on internal constraints such as the 
total protein abundance and the enzyme activities, which do not require the external 
exchange rates as constraints that used in the basic GEM simulation. Therefore, in the 
simulation of growth under different extracellular glucose concentrations, only the glucose 
concentration was used as the input and the maximum growth rate was searched. The 
simulation result showed that pcSecYeast can capture the Crabtree effect (Figure 27a). 
Besides that, the model predicted the switch from high-affinity glucose transporter Hxt7p 
to low-affinity glucose transporter Hxt3p and Hxt1p, which is consistent with reported 
transcriptome data [116]. In order to illustrate the mechanism behind this switch, I 
calculated and compared the energy requirements of these glucose transporters. The energy 
cost for glucose transporter was calculated based on: 
 






               
which denotes the energy requirement for sustain a certain glucose uptake rate. 
 
The unit energy cost for each glucose transporter was predicted from model simulations as 
the cost of synthesis, modification and secretion of one mmol of each of the glucose 
transporter. I predicted the unit energy cost for all native secretory proteins in S. cerevisiae, 
and the results showed that Hxt1p and Hxt3p had a smaller unit energy cost compared with 
Hxt7p, suggesting that synthesizing one mmol Hxt1p or Hxt3p would pose less energy 
burden on the cell. Hxt1p has a lower energy cost than Hxt7p, partly due to the fact that it 
has fewer N-glycosylation modification sites. The energy cost for each glucose transporter 
was calculated by combining the protein abundance of the glucose transporter [E!], which 
was computed from glucose uptake rates sum at a specific growth rate (Figure 27b); 
extracellular glucose concertation; kcat values; and KM (the concentration of substrate which 
permits the enzyme to achieve half Vmax). The energy cost switch in Figure 27c explains 
the glucose transporter switch as utilization of Hxt1p and Hxt3p gradually gains the 
advantage due to the lower energy cost at high extracellular glucose concentrations. This 
 
 38 
simulation demonstrates that pcSecYeast can capture the delicate changes in protein usage 






Figure 27 Simulations of changing extracellular glucose 
concentrations. a) Simulated glucose uptake, ethanol production, and 
specific growth rates upon different extracellular glucose 
concentrations. The simulations were performed with minimal media 
and free uptake of all components in the culture. Specific growth rates 
were obtained through a binary search. qglucose: specific glucose uptake 
rate; qethanol: the specific ethanol production rate (units given as fluxes 
on the left axis); μ: specific growth rate (unit on right axis). b) Specific 
glucose uptake rate carried by each glucose transporter. Hxt1 and 
Hxt3: low-affinity glucose transporters; Hxt7: high-affinity glucose 
transporter. c) Calculation of energy costs of different glucose 
transporters with the input of specific glucose uptake rates on various 
extracellular glucose concentrations, unit glucose cost, KM and kcat. 




4.3.3 Simulation of protein misfolding 
Protein folding is an error-prone process. The accumulation of misfolded proteins would 
cause severe cell disorder. Thus, pcSecYeast was expanded for vacuolar carboxypeptidase 
Y (YMR297W, CPY) production to study protein misfolding, since CPY and its derived 
misfolded form CPY* have been widely used to study cell disorder caused by the 
accumulation of misfolded proteins [117]. I used the expanded model to simulate different 
scenarios for protein misfolding and the impacts on growth (Figure 28). Simulated 
scenarios for CPY are exemplified in Figure 28a. The result suggested that expression of 
the correctly folded CPY would have the smallest growth reduction, while misfolded CPY 
would cause more fitness cost and more growth reduction (Figure 28b). If misfolded 
protein is retained in ER, growth would be further decreased, and the decrease level 
correlates with the retention time (Figure 28b). When misfolded protein is degraded, the 
amino acids and glycans would be recycled, while retained in the ER, those proteins would 
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Figure 28 Simulation of CPY overexpression. a) Schematic view of different routes of expressed CPY. b) Reduction 
in simulated maximum specific growth rate due to expression at certain levels of CPY following different routes. 
 
Furthermore, I identified when CPY was misfolded at high levels, then parts of it would 
be retained in ER caused by the imbalance of misfolding and the ERAD pathway. The 
retention would result in a steeper decrease of the maximum specific growth rate. I also 
noticed that there is a plateau representing the maximum CPY degradation rate, which 
indicates the maximum limit of the retro-translocation and ERAD pathway (Figure 29).  
 
 
Figure 29 Simulation for various CPY expression levels and misfolding ratios. 
 
4.3.4 Simulation of recombinant protein production 
S. cerevisiae has been used to produce various recombinant proteins; therefore, I used the 
model to simulate recombinant protein production to identify factors influencing 
production. In total, eight recombinant proteins produced by S. cerevisiae were collected 
and added in the pcSecYeast one at a time (Figure 30), which was respectively used to 
simulate recombinant protein production at minimal media under different specific growth 
rates. The results showed that all those recombinant proteins production follow bell shape 
kinetics (Figure 30b), which are consistent with reports for several recombinant proteins 
production in S. cerevisiae [118]–[120]. On the contrary, the simulations of basic GEMs 
expanded with recombinant protein production showed negative linear correlations 
between protein production and growth (Figure 30c). Furthermore, while the simulated α-
amylase production by basic GEM is around 1,000 times higher than the experimental 
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Figure 30 Simulation of recombinant protein production. Features of eight recombinant proteins produced by S. 
cerevisiae. Protein length includes the leader sequence. b) Simulation of maximum specific recombinant protein 
production rate as a function of specific growth rate using expanded pcSecYeast. c) Simulation of maximum specific 
recombinant protein production rate as a function of specific growth rate using basic GEM expanded with recombinant 
protein production. 
 
4.3.5 Identification of overexpression targets for recombinant protein overproduction 
Since there is a requirement for a systematic and rational design for recombinant protein 
production, the generated specific recombinant protein production models were used to 
predict overexpression targets for improving recombinant protein production. The 
prediction was enabled by an adapted Flux Scanning based on Enforced Objective 
Function (FSEOF) (Figure 31), which was initially designed for overexpression target 
identification for product production using basic GEMs. The original method identifies 
those amplified reaction fluxes with the enforcement of the product production, and 
corresponding enzymes and reactions are thus the overexpression targets. Since 
pcSecYeast can calculate the protein abundances, the upregulated proteins with the 
enforcement of the recombinant protein production can be directly selected as the raw 
overexpression targets. This step selects proteins with increased levels as targets. In order 
to improve the predictive accuracy, a ranking and filtering system would be used for giving 
priority to the predicted targets. In this step, three factors would be considered: whether 
the target is a subunit in a complex or has homologs, whether the protein has a large 
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fraction of reservation in proteome data. By doing so, the most effective targets would be 
given the highest priority (Figure 31). 
 
 
Figure 31 Schematic method for predicting overexpression targets to improve recombinant protein production. 
Adapted FSEOF method was used for target identification.  
 
Even though much more proteins in the model are involved in the metabolism than protein 
secretion, 70% of those predicted targets are the secretory machinery proteins, while the 
remainder is related to metabolism. By comparing the predicted targets for those eight 
recombinant proteins, I found that there are 12 targets shared by all those eight recombinant 
proteins, which are mostly related to vesicle transport (Figure 32). Besides that, 
recombinant proteins which have shared PTMs always share similar targets. For example, 
the O-glycosylation-related machinery proteins are shared targets for O-glycosylated 
human-transferrin (HTF) and human granulocyte colony stimulating factor (hGCSF), 




Figure 32 Comparison of predicted overexpression targets of eight recombinant proteins. a) The predicted 
overexpression targets of eight recombinant proteins grouped by pathways. b) Comparison of predicted targets of the 



















































































































Next, we experimentally validated the predicted targets for α-amylase production. I 
selected 17 targets from the predicted targets based on their functions: covering the 
metabolism and different secretory processes (Figure 33a). Among those targets, the 
glucosidase Cwh41p, COPII-coated vesicles proteins Erv29p and Sec16p and protein 
disulfide isomerase Pdi1p were proved to be overexpression targets previously. Among 
the other secretory machinery targets, individual gene overexpression experiments were 
performed. From the Figure 33b, overexpression of the five genes led to significant 
increase of amylase yield: SEC65 (2.2-fold), ERO1 (2.0-fold), SWA2 (1.3-fold), ERV2 
(1.4-fold) and MNS1 (1.5-fold).  
 
Sec65p is a subunit of the signal recognition particle, which has an important role in co-
translational translocation. Nascent α-amylase peptide translocation from cytosol to ER 
would benefit from the SEC65 overexpression (Figure 33b). Ero1p is an essential protein 
for maintaining ER redox balance. Overexpressing of ERO1 has been shown to have a 
positive effect on production of several disulfide bonded recombinant proteins in S. 
cerevisiae, P. pastoris and K. lactis [122]–[124]. Based on the simulations, overexpression 
of ERO1 also showed a positive effect on α-amylase production, suggesting that there is a 
general redox imbalance in the recombinant protein production. However, excessive 
overexpression of ERO1 has a negative impact on the Human serum albumin (HSA) and 
human growth hormone (HSA/GH) fusion protein production in P. pastoris [124], which 
means that the sensitivity of the redox balance and the delicate protein regulation may be 
required for the optimal condition. ERV2 is also involved in the disulfide bond formation 
in parallel with ERO1, which also increases the α-amylase production when it is 
overexpressed, as shown in the result (Figure 33b). Surprisingly, the three selected genes 
related to disulfide bond formation were all validated as positive targets, which suggested 
the high pressure of the redox balance in α-amylase production. Clathrin uncoating factor 
Swa2p is a cofactor for the coat disassembly, which is important for the proper fusion of 
the vesicle with the target membrane. Overexpression of SWA2 also increased the α-
amylase production. Mns1p is responsible for removing mannose residue from a 
glycosylated protein, essential for folding and ERAD. Since α-amylase contains multiple 
N-glycosylation sites, overexpressing MNS1 would improve the N-glycosylation 
modification and the experiment result of increased α-amylase production indicates the 





Figure 33 Experimental validation of predicted overexpression targets for α-amylase overproduction. a) 
Localization of the predicted targets. b) Validation result of predicted secretory targets. c) Validation result of predicted 
metabolic targets. *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.01; ***: P < 0.001. Yeast compartmentalized figure source: SwissBioPics under 
CC BY4.0 license. 
Among all three metabolic gene targets selected for α-amylase production, only CYS4 had 
a positive effect on the α-amylase production when being overexpressed (Figure 33c). 
Cys4p is responsible for the synthesis of L-cysteine from L-homocysteine and L-serine. 
The cysteine composition in α-amylase is around nine times than that of average S. 
cerevisiae protein, suggesting the large drain of L-cysteine towards the α-amylase 
production. The other two metabolic genes (PCM1 and GNA1) are related to the synthesis 
of N-glycosylation precursor. Overexpression of those genes did not have a positive impact 
on the α-amylase production. 
 
In summary, the secretory pathway-related targets have higher accuracies compared with 
the metabolism-related targets. Combined with the higher ratio of predicted targets related 
to the secretory part, the secretory pathway may endure more burden under the 
recombinant protein production. 
 
So far, pcSecYeast can capture good performance in capturing the delicate change for the 
glucose transporters with changing environmental conditions, simulate the phenotype of 
protein misfolding and ER retention, simulate the recombinant protein production and 
identifying related engineering targets, and therefore shows high quality and wide 
applications.  
 
In this chapter, I described the second dimension of yeast model development, which is to 
incorporate more processes and/or constraints into GEMs. Each of those models is 
developed for specific purpose, and I have shown that they all have good performance. 
Reconstruction of pcGEMs require more parameters compared with the basic GEMs. To 
















































































used to parameterize model, which would cause considerable uncertainties. Thus, I will 




5. Using machine learning to reduce uncertainties of kcat 
values 
Critical parameters used in all mentioned ecGEMs and pcGEMs are genome-scale kcat 
values. The availability of measured kcat values is scarce, as there are no high-throughput 
methods for kcat measurement [63], [125]. When kcat measurement is unavailable, modelers 
usually turn to arbitrary values or estimate kcat values through fuzzy matching. Besides that, 
in vitro kcat measurements can be considerably different from their in vivo counterparts, 
which could cause considerable uncertainties in model simulations. Machine learning have 
successfully been applied for reducing uncertainties in various models [60], [126], [127]. 
Therefore, in this chapter, I first compared two Bayesian statistic learning methods 
(traditional approximate Bayesian computation method and sequential Monte Carlo based 
approximate Bayesian computation method) by developing the ecGEM for S. cerevisiae, 
which contains ~ 4,000 enzymatic reactions and kcat values (Figure 34) and then used the 
latter method to parameterize the 343 yeast/fungi ecGEMs, which is included in Paper V.  
 
 
Figure 34 Schematic figure for the Bayesian method. 
 
5.1 Method evaluation 
I evaluated two Bayesian methods:  
1) traditional approximate Bayesian computation (traditional-ABC) method, which 
samples kcat values from Prior distributions until enough accepted samples are collected. 
For each enzymatic reaction in the GEM, I assumed that Prior distributions follows log10-
transformed normal distributions where the collected kcat values for each enzyme were set 
as mean value and a variance of one magnitude. One sample here means the combination 
of one round of random sampling of kcat values for all enzymes. The sampled kcat dataset 
was used to parametrize the S. cerevisiae ecGEM to simulate growth, and the simulated 
growth and exchange rates were compared with experimental data to calculate root mean 
squared error (RMSE). Only when the RMSE was lower than the cutoff, the sample of kcat 
values was accepted. To monitor the sampling process, I reported the lowest RMSE after 














2) sequential Monte Carlo based approximate Bayesian computation (SMC-ABC) 
method, which samples the Posterior kcat dataset from gradually updated Prior kcat 
distributions. In that case, instead of sampling Posterior dataset from constant Prior in all 
generations as in the traditional-ABC method, the SMC-ABC method samples from the 
changing Prior distribution. I sampled 128 times within the Prior distribution for each 
generation, and 100 among those 128 datasets with lower RMSE between measurements 
and predictions were filtered out to make the distribution for the next generation Prior 
dataset. 
 
Both Bayesian methods (traditional-ABC and SMC-ABC) rely on experimental 
observations. The experimental data, i.e., fermentation rates from batch and chemostat 
cultivations of S. cerevisiae were collected from literature, combining 40 entries for either 
aerobic or anaerobic conditions with 6 carbon sources. 
 
Measured kcat values were used as the mean values for the Prior distribution. I evaluated 
three different kcat collection methods to assign kcat values for enzymatic reactions in the 
GEM:  
1) Global: a global kcat assumption method that adopts the same arbitrary kcat values for all 
enzymes as 7.9/s, the median kcat value for enzymes in central carbon metabolism [64].  
 
 2) Classical: in vitro kcat values collection from enzyme database. The kcat values were 
queried from BRENDA database [128] by matching the EC numbers annotated in the 
UniProt database for enzymes in the model.  
 
3) DL: deep-learning model predicted kcat values. A deep learning model was pretrained 
using a dataset containing over 15,000 in vitro kcat entries extracted from BRENDA and 
SABIO-RK databases. The RMSE for the kcat prediction was benchmarked with the 
measurement to be 0.99 in the log10 scale. The training and evaluation of the deep learning 
model itself were introduced and discussed in detail in Paper V. Here, we used the deep 
learning model to predict the genome-scale kcat data for 343 yeast/fungi species.  
 
The coverage of collected kcat data is visualized in Figure 35. Compared with the ‘DL’ 
method, the ‘Classical’ method had a relatively lower enzyme coverage and lower 
enzymatic reaction coverage since this method heavily relied on protein annotation for 
certain species to find EC numbers [46]. Besides the EC number annotation limitation, kcat 
values measured for even well-studied species are also far from completeness. For S. 
cerevisiae, only 47 kcat values are fully matched with proteins and substrates in the GEM, 
while other kcat values are mostly from fuzzy matching with other substrates and organisms, 
or even introducing wild cards in the EC number. The missing part in the ‘DL’ method is 





Figure 35 Coverage of enzymatic constraints a) for enzymatic reactions and b) for enzymes using three kcat 
collection methods. 
 
kcat values collected from the three methods were used as the mean values for Prior 
distributions, and I assumed the Prior follows a log10 transformed normal distribution 
with a variance of one magnitude. Using the same cutoff (RMSE ≤ 0.5) for these two ABC 
methods, I performed sampling until there were 100 acceptable Posterior kcat datasets for 
each method and each Prior dataset. Figure 36 shows the sampling process for these two 
ABC methods. The SMC-ABC method requires less sampling than the traditional-ABC 
method to reach the same result, demonstrating that the SMC-ABC method is 
computationally more efficient (Figure 36). Due to the large number of parameters in the 
kcat dataset and some kcat distributions being too far from reality, it is almost impossible to 
collect 100 Posterior kcat datasets from the traditional-ABC method. In Figure 36a, even 
after 300 generations (30,000 samples) which is ten times more than the samples as in the 
SMC-ABC method, the RMSE is still far away from the cutoff without even an acceptable 
Posterior dataset. Therefore, in the latter part, I would only focus on evaluating Posterior 













































Figure 36 Training performance of a) Traditional-ABC Bayesian method and b) SMC-ABC method. 
 
The ecGEMs parameterized by mean values of Posterior kcat datasets from SMC-ABC 
method (Posterior-mean-ecGEM) were able to describe the observed measurements, and 
all captured the Crabtree effect accurately (Figure 37a). I then explored which parameter 
had been updated during the process. Through a principal component analysis (PCA) for 
all generated kcat datasets, I found that in the SMC-ABC method, Prior kcat datasets had 
gradually been updated towards the distinct Posterior kcat datasets (Figure 37b). By 
comparing the variance for the Prior and Posterior datasets, I found that most variances 
were reduced, while mean values remained relatively unchanged during the process 
(Figure 37c). I found that 1,500~2,000 enzymes significantly reduced the variance for kcat, 
while only less than 300 enzymes had significantly changed mean values of kcat. Using 
Prior kcat from ‘DL’ method would have the least number of enzymes with changed mean 
values. Posterior kcat dataset strongly correlates with the Prior kcat dataset from ‘DL’ and 
‘Classical’ method (Figure 37d). 
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Figure 37 Evaluation of SMC-ABC Bayesian method with three kcat collection methods. a) Posterior-mean-ecGEM 
simulations compared with experimental data. kcat values in the ecGEMs here are mean values of Posterior datasets after 
the Bayesian training process. b) PCA for kcat datasets sampled in the Bayesian method. Each parameter in the set was 
standardized by subtracting the mean and then dividing by the standard deviation before PCA. Prior datasets are in blue, 
while Posterior datasets are in red. All other datasets were termed as “intermediate” and marked in gray. c) The number 
of enzymes with a significantly changed mean value (Šidák adj. Welch’s t-test p value < 0.01, two-sided) and variance 
(Šidák adj. one-tailed F-test p value < 0.01) between Prior and Posterior kcat datasets. d) Analysis of Prior kcat values 
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To test the generality of the SMC-ABC method and monitor the training process, 
experimental growth datasets were split into training (50%) and test (50%) datasets. I used 
the training dataset to update the Prior, while the result was tested against the test dataset. 
RMSE between the experimental measurement and prediction for the test dataset was 
reduced proportionally with the training dataset. After 30 generations, RMSE for the 
training dataset was 0.5 and for the test dataset was 1, demonstrating the generalization of 
SMC-ABC method (Figure 38). 
 
 
Figure 38 Validation of generalization of SMC-ABC method. In this validation method, 50% of experimental 
datapoints were used to update the Prior and then tested on the remaining 50%. Lines indicate median values and shaded 
areas indicate regions between the 5-th and 95-th percentiles (n=100). 
 
So far, I have demonstrated that the SMC-ABC method is better than the traditional ABC 
method in the ecGEM reconstruction. Thus, I applied SMC-ABC method to the large-scale 
ecGEM reconstruction for 343 yeast/fungi species in the next section.  
 
5.2 Large-scale ecGEM reconstruction for 343 yeast/fungi species 
In Chapter 3, I described the GEM reconstruction for 343 for yeast/fungi species. We 
attempted to generate ecGEMs for all 343 species by adding enzymatic constraints in 
Paper II. However, the scarcity of experimentally measured kcat and manual work required 
in the classical ecGEM reconstruction hinders large-scale ecGEM reconstruction for all 
studied yeast/fungi species. I introduce an automatic pipeline for ecGEM reconstruction 
using the deep-learning predicted kcat as input (detailed described in Paper V), aided by a 
SMC-ABC method to bridge the manual work. The predicted kcat values were used as mean 
values for Prior distribution, which were updated to Posterior using experimentally 
measured phenotypes. 445 entries of growth phenotype data for 76 yeast/fungi species with 
16 carbon sources were collected from the literature. Using all these data, I automatically 
generated 343 functional ecGEMs for yeast/fungi species using the SMC-ABC method for 
DL-ecGEM and Posterior-mean-ecGEM reconstruction of S. cerevisiae as in Section 5.1. 
 
In order to compare our work with the classical methods, I also built Classical-ecGEMs 
for the same species. The classical method is how ecGEMs are routinely parameterized 
with kcat values extracted from enzyme databases. As for those newly sequenced yeast 























species that do not contain EC number annotation, the corresponding EC number for 
homologs in S. cerevisiae were used to search kcat values. Similar to the result for S. 
cerevisiae as in Figure 35, the Classical-ecGEMs managed to extract kcat values for around 
40% enzymes in the model and generated enzymatic constraints for around 60% enzymatic 
reactions, which is much lower than the DL-ecGEMs and its derived Posterior-mean-
ecGEMs with around 80% of enzymes and 90% enzymatic reactions for 343 yeast/fungi 
species (Figure 39).  
 
 
Figure 39 Coverage of enzymatic constraints a) for enzymes and b) for enzymatic reactions in 343 yeast/fungi 
species using three types of kcat collection methods. 
 
Then, I tested the phenotype prediction of three types of ecGEMs, which also suggested 
that the Posterior-mean-ecGEMs and DL-ecGEMs outperform the Classical-ecGEMs in 
prediction of exchange rates and maximum growth rates under diverse conditions for 
collected 445 experimental growth datasets (Figure 40a-b). Furthermore, as ecGEM can 
estimate the protein abundances, I also compared the simulated protein abundances from 
the three types of ecGEMs with available quantitative proteome data under diverse culture 
conditions such as different carbon sources, culture modes and different oxygen levels. 
The comparison suggested that the proteome prediction by Posterior-mean-ecGEMs had 
the lowest RMSE, while DL-ecGEMs reduced around 30% RMSE compared with that of 
Classical-ecGEMs (Figure 40c). In total, Posterior-mean-ecGEMs are the best 












































Figure 40 Predictions of different ecGEM modeling frameworks using SMC-ABC method of a) phenotype, b) 
growth rate and c) quantitative proteome data. RMSE is shown on log10 scale. Petri_1 proteome is from the reference 
[129], Johan_1-4 are from the reference [130], Joao_1-11 are from the reference [131], Tyler_1-3 is from the reference 
[132] and Keiji_1-3 is from the reference [133]. Petri_1: chemostat_D0.1, minimal media, D-glucose;Johan_1, batch, 
minimal media, D-glucose; Johan_2: batch, minimal media + amino acids, D-glucose; Johan_3: batch, minimal media, 
D-glucose; Johan_4: batch, minimal media + amino acids, D-glucose; Joao_1: batch, minimal media + amino acids, 
maltose; Joao_2: batch, minimal media + amino acids, oleate; Joao_3: batch, minimal media + amino acids, D-fructose; 
Joao_4: batch, minimal media + amino acids, sucrose; Joao_5: batch, minimal media + amino acids, trehalose; Joao_6: 
batch, minimal media + amino acids, (S)-lactate; Joao_7: batch, minimal media + amino acids, acetate; Joao_8: batch, 
minimal media + amino acids, pyruvate; Joao_9: batch, minimal media + amino acids, glycerol; Joao_10: batch, minimal 
media + amino acids, D-galactose; Joao_11: batch, minimal media + amino acids, raffinose; Tyler_1: chemostat_D0.1, 
minimal media, D-glucose; Keiji_1: batch, YPD, glycerol; Keiji_2: batch, YPD, D-glucose; Keiji_3: batch, YPG, 
glycerol; Tyler_2: chemostat_D0.1, minimal media, D-glucose; Tyler_3: chemostat_D0.1, minimal media, D-glucose. 
 
In this chapter, I first compared two Bayesian methods for parameterizing the ecGEM of 
S. cerevisiae and found that the SMC-ABC is a better choice. Then the SMC-ABC method 
was used to parameterize the ecGEMs for 343 yeast/fungi species. Those automatically 
reconstructed ecGEMs are better representatives for yeast/fungi species considering the 
kcat coverage, phenotype prediction and protein abundance prediction compared with the 
classical method. The reconstructed pipeline for ecGEM reconstruction would benefit 

























































































































































6. Conclusions  
In this thesis, I explored yeast model development. Firstly, I started with reviewing the 
development of the fundamental base model: GEM for S. cerevisiae. The reconstructed 
GEM for S. cerevisiae Yeast8 is the currently most comprehensive reconstruction of yeast 
metabolism, which would contribute to systems biology analysis of yeast, including the 
use for in silico strain design and multi-omics integration and analysis. The platform 
provided through the GitHub repository enables the addition of new knowledge when it is 
acquired as well as for further improving the model for simulations.  
 
Then I described the model reconstruction process in two dimensions: 1) how Yeast8 was 
used as basis for GEM development of multiple species/isolates and 2) how Yeast8 was 
expanded to include more biological constraints and processes. As for the first dimension, 
I reviewed the main content of Paper I and Paper II, and introduced the template model-
based pipeline for large-scale GEM reconstruction and how this pipeline was used for the 
reconstruction of GEMs for 1,011 S. cerevisiae isolates and 343 yeast/fungi species. I 
showed that the GEMs reconstructed using this pipeline are comparable with published 
well-curated models in model scope and essential gene prediction. I also showed that those 
models can be used to identify metabolic diversity among those species/isolates. As for the 
second dimension, I reviewed minor parts of Paper I and Paper II, and the main content 
of Paper III and Paper IV, and introduced the different processes and constraints that 
were expanded to the basic GEMs. CofactorYeast was developed by linking metal ions to 
the metabolic enzymes, which was applied for quantitative and systematic investigation of 
metabolism and metal ions. I showed that the model simulation adopts the optimization 
strategy upon iron deficiency. To model protein secretion, I implemented the protein 
secretory pathway to the basic GEM with the fine-grained proteome-constrained concept 
to generate pcSecYeast, which was used to simulate the interaction of metabolism and gene 
expression in yeast, serving as a platform for elucidating protein secretion and identifying 
engineering targets for recombinant protein production.  
 
During the second-dimension model development process, I realized that there are 
considerable uncertainties in model parameters, i.e., kcat values. I showed that the Bayesian 
learning method could reduce those uncertainties and aid the automatic ecGEM 
reconstruction. Based on that, I developed an automatic ecGEM reconstruction pipeline, 
which reduces the manual work and improves the ecGEM quality to better represent the 
phenotype (Paper V). 
 
In total, there are 1,699 models generated and described in this thesis, including 1,354 
basic GEMs, 343 ecGEMs, CofactorYeast and pcSecYeast. Those models largely expand 
the number of yeast species with reconstructed models, span diverse complexity levels and 








7. Future perspectives  
The model development can be used to reflect what is known and how the organism 
functions. On the other hand, the difference between model predictions and experiments 
can guide the discovery of missing parts in our understanding. Thus, there is not a foresee 
endpoint for the model development, but it is more like a continuous process that improves 
with our understanding. As for model development of S. cerevisiae, it follows the 
continuous development which can be reflected from the multiple times of updates for S. 
cerevisiae GEM, with each time either expanding the model scope by adding more 
reactions or curating the existing networks to improve the quality. Other yeast models are 
somehow behind the development of GEM for S. cerevisiae, but we can expect that model 
curation and updates would follow up for improving the quality. Since the continuous 
update is essential in the model development, how to ensure the reproducibility and 
traceability of each update would be major issues. So far, to achieve this goal, only model 
developments for several yeast species have used with version control tools such as Git. 
Even though there are other alternative approaches to host GEMs such as database-based 
systems, e.g., BiGG, but they would make for a very inflexible and less-open system in 
comparison with Git-versioned repositories. Therefore, this traceable Git system should 
become the standard for the GEM development. Efforts are underway to standardize this 
process by defining a standardized structure for Git repository of GEM (standard-GEM). 
Besides that, the sustainable development should also be considered for the complex 
models. Since most of complex models are built on the top of basic GEMs, the extension 
should be developed as add-on modules which could be easily transferred to the 
continuously updated GEM or to other phylogenetically close GEMs. Then, the workload 
for complex model reconstruction would reduce significantly. Thus, more complex models 
would be developed and employed for systems biology. 
 
The continuous development poses another issue, i.e., what is the scope of a GEM. As I 
noticed, the initial GEM focuses on the central carbon metabolism and the biomass 
production. Then each version of updates would add new reactions into the model to 
expand the model scope, sometimes, this could lead to the reduction of flux prediction. For 
example, enzyme X is a phosphatase that very efficiently works on metabolite A, but also 
has significant moonlighting activity against metabolites B and C that contain a high-
energy phosphate bond. In the model simulation, B and C would be favored and carry high 
flux, which would deviate from the real flux distribution. The dilemma for whether GEM 
should cover all possibilities of reactions or should ensure the precision of flux simulation 
requires modelers to clearly define the purpose of GEM.  
 
Currently, the development of complex models of yeast species is still at its infant stage, 
mainly developed for S. cerevisiae as it has comprehensive reported parameters coming 
out of the extensive research. With the development of the understanding for other yeast 
species, the development of complex models for other yeast species should come at hand. 
Another factor hinders large-scale pcGEM or whole-cell model reconstruction is the 
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massive undertaking during the model reconstruction because most information in the 
model is fragmentally collected from literature, such as ribosome and proteasome 
composition. This situation is the same as how a basic GEM was reconstructed at the very 
beginning stage, which was boosted by the development of unified and combined 
metabolic reaction database such as KEGG and MetaCyc. With a database harboring 
standard formulation of protein-related information as the community did for metabolism, 
the blooming era of complex models would come. I have shown that template-based 
modeling approach could benefit large-scale GEM reconstruction, the complex model 
reconstruction for other yeast species could also benefited from a similar approach, given 
that other cellular processes than metabolism could also be widely conserved across 
species and can therefore be repurposed for each model. Then, through necessary manual 
curation, those complex models can turn into high-quality models.  
 
The same question of model scope for the GEM development also goes for the complex 
model development: should we always aim to make the model more accurate and more 
complex reflections of reality, or should it be more like an abstraction of reality? Both 
these two aspects can be seen as the destination of the model development, with the first 
to represent a comprehensive platform to identify knowledge boundaries for the organism 
and the second to detangle the complex problem and to uncover the mechanism. Thus, 
models with different complexity should be developed regarding the purpose and scientific 
question. 
 
Ultimately, I believe that this thesis showcases the predictive power of models with 
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